Paper: Clairefontaine Triomphe
Brand/Name: Montblanc
Series/Color: Golden Yellow

Pens Used
Round - Italic - Flex
Make: Lamy
Model: Al-Star
Nib/Size: EF

Round - Italic - Flex
Make: Lamy
Model: Al-Star
Nib/Size: M

Round - Italic - Flex
Make: Lamy
Model: Al-Star
Nib/Size: 1.1 mm.

Writing Samples/Observations:
"Yellow shines with optimism, enlightenment and happiness. Beams of golden yellow carry the promise of a positive future. Yellow instills energy, open communication and can spark creative thoughts." - Lucio Moretti
"The key of D is daffodil yellow, B major is maroon and B flat is blue." - McFarland
"How wonderful yellow is. It stands for the sun." - Vincent Van Gogh

Ink Characteristics
Flow: a bit watery but consistent.
Saturation: low.
Lubrication: low.
Showthrough: minor.
Shading: definitely some impressive shading!
Bleed Through: none.
Spread: none.
Smear (dry): no smear; quick dry time!
Feathering: none.
Other: no sheen.

Dry Time:
1 Sec. 3
3 Sec. 5
5 Sec.
10 Sec.
15 Sec.

Q-Tip Swab Sample

Comparisons with Other Ink Colors
- Noodler's Apache Sunset
- Diamine Autumn Oak
- L'Artisan Pastellier Orange
- Diamine 8RE Brown
- M.B. Corn Poppy Red

Further Notes/Observations:
This is certainly a beautiful ink, it reminds me of buttercups. However, it is barely legible at best and certainly much too light for daily use. Relatively good behavior consistent with Montblanc inks. Interesting shading and very unique, not practical.

Water Test

H₂O